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ABSTRACT
The characteristics and experiences of college

freshmen who entered private black colleges in 1976 and 1985 were
compared, based on data from the Cooperative Institutional Research
Program's "The American Freshman: National Norms." Attention was
focused on socioeconomic status (SES), academic preparation and
confidence, reasons for attending college, financing an education,
majors and careers,_and important objectives and values. Findings
include: the typical private historically-black college and
university freshman had higher SES than the 1976 freshman; the
percentage of 1985 freshmen with high school grade point averages of
"B" or higher was significantly lower than their 1976 counterparts;
the 1976 group of black freshmen had a greater concern about
financing college than the 1985 group; business had increased
significantly as a major and as a career expectation, and there has
been a major revival of interest in engineering; for the 1985 group,
the most important life object was to be well-off financially; and
belief in personal popularity, leadership ability, and social
self-confidence showed considerable growth since 1976. (SW)
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Introduction

by

Dr; Oscat F. Porter
Assistant to the_President

Tougaloo College

"PERMISSION TO REPRODUCE THIS
MATERIAL HAS BEEN GRANTED BY

TO THE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES
INFORMATION CENTER (ERICI."

The_historically black colleges and tiniVerSities (HBCUs); particularly
those under private control; have been the feteMOSt training ground for black
leadership in Amerida; As these institutiOng prepare to open their doors to
the_Class of 1990; they find_themselves fatifig A national climate of
indifference toward the goals for which th6_pot generation of black
leadership has labored_so Iong and her& If fdtdre leadership in the_biack
community is to be trained by our private blatk Colleges; it is to our____
advantage to know something about_the origin§ and aepirations of our students
as_they enter our institutions. It would alSo_ be instructive to examine
existing differences between the freshmen of the Mid-1970's and those of the

The purpose of_this study; therefore;_ie to compare the characteristics
and experiences of the ciasses_that entered the priVate black colleges_in 1976
And 1985. The data_for this study were baged On the ACE/UCLA-sponsored
Cooperative Institutional Research PrOgrat; WhiCh annually publishes The
AMerican Freshman:___Natilmial_Norme; ThiS teeparative analysis focuses on the
following broad areas: socioeconomic stattia academic preparation and__
confidence, reasons for going tO tolUgdi fir:ending an education, majors and
careers; and important objectives and valueS;

This article originally appeared in IntbedS (August/September 1986);
It is reprinted_with the permission of the author and the National ASSOCiation
for Equal Opportunity in Higher Education.
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Financing an Education

While some concern about financing college is indicated by the_majority
of students, there has been an interesting shift; The 1976 group_of black
freshmen had a greater financial concern than the 1985 group, althOugh only
one out of three said finances were a major concern.

_ Eighty-five to ninety percent of the students received need-based aid,
Which is now complemented by a significant increase in merit7based aid. The
increase in merit-based aid deserves some attention because black colleges
probably cannot afford to engage in a protracted period of "buying" students,
especially if they are in major competition with each other. AS one Might
expect from the increase in parental income, the_1985 freshmen receive more
parental support than their 1976 counterparts._ It would appear that college
costs are increasiug more quickly than parental income, however, because loan
indebtedness has risen considerably, especially Guaranteed Student Loans
(GSL). Further compounding this problem is the significant increase in GSL
debt at the upper limits of borrawing.

Table 4

1976 1985

Concern about Financing College
No concern 22% 28%
Major concern 29% 20%

Receiving need-based aid 85% 90%
Receiving merit-based aid 34% 45%

Parental support
None 35% 26%
Less than $500 607 45%
Lesa than $1;000 72% 58%

Receiving a GSL 10% 31%
Receiving a GSL of ;000 or more 1% 18%

Majors and Careers

There are few surprises in these areas. Business has increased_
significantly as a major and as a career expectation, and there has been a
major revival of interest in engineering. Education, physical_science, arts
and humanities are all less popular in_1985 than in 1976._ It is interesting
to note, however; that biology and_medical career aspirations have decreased
significantly from 1976 to 1985; It is also somewhat disconcerting to see
that the decline in national interest in (and federal funding_for) the Arts,
humanities, and scientific research are reflected So clearly in the
aspirations of our students.



Table 5

1976 1985

Anticipated Major
Business 18% 25%
Biology 11% 6%
Arts and_Humanities 8% 5%
Engineering 7% 14%
Education 7% 4%
Physical Sciences 3% 1%

Anticipated Career
Business 17% 23%
Physician/Dentist 15% 107
Artiat (including performance) 10% 3%
Engineering 7% 14%
Education 6% 2%
Researdh sdientist 1% 1%

Important Objectives and Values

Freshmen at private black colleges_have followed national trends in these
areas as well. Belief in personal popularity, leadership ability, and social
self-confidence shows considerable growth since 1976, along with the drive to
achieve. Students' political views have moved to the right, along with those
of the rest_of_ the nation. One out of five students in private black colleges
considers him/herself conservative or right wing. By far, their most
important life objective is_to be well-off financially. While this seems to
be true for all college students, it is even_more so for private_black college
students. _The 1985 group is more likely to feel that raising a family and
haVing adtinistrative responsibility are very important than were black
freshmen in 1976.

There appears_to be a return to "traditional_American values. _However,
there is one area in which students in historically black_private_colleges
Still have significantly more interest than do moSt entering
developing a meaningful philoaophy of life.

Table 6

freahmen:

1976 1985

Have drive to achieve 76% 72%
Have leadership ability 53% 58%
Have social self-confidence 52% 61%
Am popular 36% 51%
Conservative/right wing polititally 12% 21%
Important to raise a family 547 657
Important to have adtinistrative responsibility 42% 527
Important to be well-off financially 68% 85%

Important to_develop a meaningful philosophy of life
Freshmen in private black colleges 72% 63%
All freShme7n 61% 43%
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Before discussing the comparative data of the 1976 and 1985 tlattek, it
would be useful to look at the present state of black involvement in higher
education. Research findings indicate that while the_ high school graduation
tate for blacks has increased over the last decade; the rate_Of blatk high
school graduates who go on to enroll in college has decreased; In_additiOn,
the increased opportunity for black students to_attend traditionally White
institutions has intensified the competition for students among hittorically
black colleges.

Socioeconomic Status

_ _The typical_1985 private HBCU freshman has higher SotiOttOnomit ttatut
(SES) than the 1976 freshman; This naturally follows since parental_indomd
has risen significantly since 1976, and both_parents, partitUlarly the
students' mothers, are more likely_to be_better educated; The effedtkof
smaller pool of black high school graduates enrolling in c011egd and the
increased competition among HBCUs discussed above may have Significantly
influenced the change in SES profile; The rising costs of private higher
edUdation and broader curricular opportunities at the less expentiVe public
institutions may also explain much of this change.

Table 1

Parental Income
Below $6,000

1976* 1985+

28% 10%
$50,000 and above 2;5% 18%

Father's Education
Less than high school diploma 32% 21%
Baccalaureate or higher degree 26% 31%

Mother's Education
Less than high school diploma 24% 14%
Baccalaureate or higher degree 29% 35%

Percentages based on 3,300 students at 9 institutions (Female-55%; Malt-45%)
+PerCentages based on 2,464 students at 8 institutions (Female-58%; Male-42%)

Academic Preparation

The percentage of 1985 freshmen with high_school GPAs of_ "B" or higher it
significantly lower than their 1976 counterparts; However,_the perdentage Of
students who rate themselves above average in academic ability and
intellectual self-confidence has increased noticeably; Their self ratings of
superior writing and math skills showed_modest gains; _AspiratiOnt fOr
doctoral degrees have diminished somewhat, but one might attribUte thit_tti
more realistic goal-setting and a shift in emphasis to professiOns Whith do
not require the doctorate; This indicates that the level_of student
aspirations has not declined, but rather the focus of their education hat
changed.
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Table 2

1976 1985

High School GPA of "B" or higher 57% 48%
Adadetie ability above average 45% 50%
Intellectual self-confidence

above average 58% 70%
Writing ability above average 39% 42%
Math ability above average 25% 34%

Degree aspirations
B.A. or B.S. 147 187
Doctorate (academic or professional) 47% 41%

Reasons for Going to College

Over the past decade; there has been remarkably little Change in the
major reasons students_choose to_attend_college. The_tOp_fiVe reasons, as
reported by at least_two-thirds_of_all freshmen, retain the same: to gain a
general education; to learn more about things, to get A better job, to attend
a_top graduate school, and to_make more money; HoWeVer,_the priorities among
these five reasons have changed:_getting_a better job Eind Making more money
have gained in importance since 1976; and general ddiidAtiOn has declined

The primary reason students reported for chdoging a partidUlar college
remains academic_reputation_ Somewhat_surpriSing_iS the relatively low
ranking of financiaI_assistance_by both gronps,_vith only one-third of the
students citing financiaI_aid_as important in_their chOide Of a particular
college. This response may be explained by_the fa-et that Students may be
getting similar aid offers from_several colleges, resulting in deflated
importance for this item Curiously, fewer than 10 pet-cent of_the freshmen in
both groups believe that_their college decision WaS_greatlY_influenced by a
teacher, guidance counselor; or college representatiVe Thia leads us to
conaider, "Who are their role models?"

Table 3

1976 1985

RéASOns for Going to College
Gain a general education 80% 77%
Learn more about things 80% 81%
Get a better job 78% 89%
Go to a top graduate school 73% 75%
Earn more money 67% 81%

ReAsOna for Choosing This College
Academic reputation 647 69%
Offered financial assistance 307 357
Recruited by a college representative 9% 9%
Advised by a teacher 6% 7%
Advised by a guidance counselor 9% 9%
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Conclusion

We have learned that_our current freahten_are More concerned than their
1976 counterparts with personal vealth_and poSition. They come from better-
educated families and_their educational aspirations ate influenced by their
second-generation coIlege_experience; There_ia an_indidation that how they
apply their education_in the world beyond C011ege_ia as important as the
accumulation of_credentials._ They ate mord COnfident in their academic and
personal abilities; they wish to excel and they dkpect to achieve. In short;
the values of the_1985 freshmen seem to refledt many of the values associated
with mainstream_America in_the mid-l980'6; Our Students seem ready to assume
a role in the business world or governMent and t6 slip quietly into the
growing national upper middle class;

Our role as educators is to help the6'd Students expand their vision so as
to encompass the societal as well aa perbOnal rewards of their education.
Because so many_of our_students feel_it iS iMpOrtent to develop a reaengful
philosophy of_life;_and believe in their leaderahip ability; we have an
opportunity to challenge_them to grow. The tools for 19.adership are present;_
but how these tools are to be used_haa yet t6 be examined or understooth Will
we develop a_compassionate_leadership elite_fOr the community and the nation
or simply develop_an_elito? We need tO_Challenge the students to look to a
broader responsibility. _If we expect theSe Students to provide leadership for
the entire range of_the black community,_ we Musrmake sl:re that they are
appreciative of their past and concerned abOut the future, not simply consumed
by the present.
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